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By Carolyn Haines

Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group Inc, United States, 1999. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
173 x 104 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. If only I hadn t kidnapped the dog.but the
ransom paid the mortgage.Now I seem to be a private eye.I shouldn t have listened to that ghost.
Meet Sarah Booth Delaney.an unconventional Southern belle whose knack for uncovering the truth
is about to make her the hottest detective in Zinnia, Mississippi.if it doesn t make her the deadest. No
self-respecting lady would allow herself to end up in Sarah Booth s situation. Unwed, unemployed,
and over thirty, she s flat broke and about to lose the family plantation. Not to mention being
haunted by the ghost of her great-great-grandmother s nanny, who never misses an opportunity to
remind her of her sorry state--or to suggest a plan of action, like ransoming her friend s prize
pooch to raise some cash. But soon Sarah Booth s walk on the criminal side leads her deeper into
unladylike territory, and she s hired to solve a murder. Did gorgeous, landed Hamilton Garrett V
really kill his mother twenty years ago? And if so, what is Sarah Booth doing falling for...
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These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me searching ahead and much more. It generally does not expense an excessive amount of. You wont sense
monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding should you question me).
-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m-- Pr of . Ang elo Gr a ha m

Very helpful to any or all category of men and women. It is definitely simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % of your publication. I am very
easily could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tm a nn Sr .
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